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Abstract. Software testing is the most exhausting phase of software development life
cycle that needs a lot of resource. Moreover, the current rapid development of mobile tech-
nology multiplies the efforts to test software in varying mobile devices. This challenge
drives many researchers to implement automated testing that would increase efficiency of
resource usage. The first stage of automated testing is to generate and optimize test cases
automatically. Test case could be generated from requirement artifacts such as UML dia-
gram to provide test case on early phase of software development process. There are two
approaches to optimize the generated test case, by using mathematical or computational
approach. This research aims to implement test case generation from combinational UM-
L diagram and optimize the test case by using genetic algorithm. Simple example of login
case is provided to simulate the proposed method. The experimental result of this paper
proved that genetic algorithm implementation is able to optimize generated test paths by
showing the fitness value.
Keywords: Test case optimization, Genetic algorithm, Test case generation, Software
testing

1. Introduction. Software testing is the most exhausting phase of software development
life cycle that needs a lot of resource, such as time, effort and cost. Simple to medium
system will have hundreds of test cases, while complex system might have thousands of
test cases to be executed. Once software is changed (due to bug fixing, changes require-
ment or other causes) regression testing needs to be conducted that require all test cases
to be re-executed one more time. Moreover, the current rapid development of mobile
technology multiplies the efforts to test software in varying mobile devices (in terms of
different possible operating system, screen size, and other compatibilities). This challenge
drives many researchers to implement automated testing that would increase efficiency of
resource usage, especially in regression testing.

Automated testing research could be divided into three parts, test case generation, test
case optimization and development of tool or framework to automatically execute the
testing. Test case generation could be derived from requirement artifacts to source code
produced in software development process. However, deriving test case from requirement
specification is more preferable to provide test case at early phase of development. Among
all requirement artifacts, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams are the most
common tools to design software. Thus, UML diagrams will be used as model to generate
test cases in this research.
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Test case optimization aims to optimize path coverage with less effort or time by choos-
ing best test path. There are two approaches to doing test case optimization: mathemat-
ical and computational methods. Mathematical approach such as orthogonal array yields
the best possible covering arrays in certain cases. However, most mathematical methods
are limited to be applied in specific or restrictive sets or factors. Computational approach
comprises greedy algorithm and heuristic optimization techniques of evolutionary algo-
rithm. Greedy algorithms have been effective to find shortest path, but their accuracy
is often trapped in local optima. On the other hand, implementation of evolutionary
algorithm (such as genetic algorithm) for optimization problem shows promising result.
This paper aims to extend previous research [1] in generating test case by using greedy

algorithm: depth first search algorithm. Test cases are generated from combination of two
UML diagrams, sequence and activity diagram and will be optimized by using heuristic
approach of genetic algorithm. The rest of this paper will be organized as follows. The
second section will discuss about related works and basic concepts. Subsequent section
describes the proposed method to generate test case from UML combination diagrams
and explains detailed optimization process by using genetic algorithm. Proposed method
will be simulated with simple example of login system in the fourth section. Conclusions
and future works are given in the last section.

2. Related Works and Basic Concepts. Test cases are defined as a set of condition or
variables which determine the level of correctness and quality of the product. Simple way
to present test case is by providing test path to be followed when conducting a testing.
The studied literature shows there are various methods described by numerous researchers
for generating test cases and comparing test case from different UML diagrams. We have
classified the literature according to different aspects of testing from UML design using
different UML diagrams.
Asad et al. [2] presented automated test case generation using UML class and sequence

diagram. UML class and sequence diagram are converted into XML format by using
Visual Paradigm and read by C# code. Another research of Khurana and Chillar [3]
used state chart diagram that is converted into state chart graph and sequence diagram
being converted into sequence graph. State chart graph and sequence graph are being
combined into a graph called System Testing Graph (SYTG), and derived test case from
this combination diagram. Many other researchers [4-8] use only single diagram of UML
to generate test cases. This research uses SYTG diagram as combination from two UML
diagrams: activity diagram and sequence diagram. Activity diagrams provide sequen-
tial flow of logic system, while sequence diagrams provide detail process involved object
interaction that could provide all information needed to generated system testing graph.
Greedy search algorithms are used by several researchers to generate and validate test

cases by prioritization. For example, Shanthi [9] implemented TABU search algorithm as
an approach to generating test path automatically. Activity diagram is generated from
software design, and then all possible information extracting using write parser in java.
Based on the extracted information, an Activity Dependency Table (ADT) is generated.
Test case is generated with the help of ADT by applying TABU search algorithm. Other
implementation of greedy algorithm is depth first search algorithm by Tripathy and Mitra
[10] and the modification of DFS by Meiliana et al. [1]. Application of greedy paradigm
to generate test case is found to be effective on some cases, but lack of accuracy on
some other cases. Therefore, heuristic approaches of evolutionary algorithm are highly
considered in this research.
Evolutionary algorithm is a part of evolutionary computation in artificial intelligent,

generic population-based that is focused on optimization problem. Two main types of evo-
lutionary algorithm are genetic algorithm and swarm algorithm. Both algorithms temp
to model biological evolution that contains explorer particle on a population to get the
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fitness value. Fitness function evaluation is one of the solutions that overcome optimiza-
tion problem in this paradigm. Genetic algorithm seeks solution of a problem in the form
of strings of number by applying operators such as recombination and mutation. Swarm
algorithm is inspired by colony of animal that cooperates to find source of food. There
are several types of swarm algorithm based on their colony: Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO), Bee Colony Algorithm (BCA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and cuckoo
search.

Sahoo et al. [11] proposed hybrid colony algorithm from BCA and PSO for generating
and optimizing the test case from activity and sequence diagram. Wu et al. [12] and
Patidar [13] proposed improvement of PSO, Discrete PSO (DPSO), for covering array
generation. Covering array generation is implemented for testing purpose to get best
combinatorial test case. Hybrid algorithm of GA and PSO to generate test cases is
conducted by Singla et al. [14] and Singh et al. [15]. Other researches try to implement
basic evolutionary algorithm to generate, to prioritize or to optimize test case, such as
PSO [16,17], bat-inspires algorithm [18], genetic algorithm [3] and ACO [19-21]. All results
discussed on this research show promising approach to generate and optimize test cases.
Hence, genetic algorithm is chosen as preliminary work to optimize our previous work in
generating test case by using depth first search algorithm.

3. Proposed Approach. Proposed method in this paper used two UML diagrams: ac-
tivity diagram and sequence diagram. Both diagrams are converted into graph diagram
before combined into system testing graph. Integrating the two graphs is more appropri-
ate to generate test case for system testing. From system testing graph, all possible test
paths that show control flow sequence are generated by implementing DFS algorithm.
Our previous research found some redundant nodes that are represented on several test
paths; therefore, modification needs to be applied on this algorithm to getting better test
cases. Although the experiment showed expected result, further study showed that the
algorithm might not work well on other cases. Adopted from this limitation, enhancement
by implementation of genetic algorithm is proposed to optimize the test cases. Figure 1
depicts method proposed in this paper.

Activity and sequence diagrams are converted into graph diagram by getting detail
information of both diagrams from XML format. Activity diagram graph is generated
by getting the information from activity diagram to form the node contain ID, activity

Figure 1. Optimization test
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name, activity target, activity status. ID is a unique number used to identify each activ-
ity, activity name is the name of each activity, activity target is the next activity that we
would use to make adjacency list, and the activity status is the status after passing the
decision component. Sequence diagram node contains information of ID, message name,
message target, message number, operand status. ID is a unique number used to identify
each message, message name is the name of each message, message target is the next mes-
sage that we would use to make adjacency list, message number is the sequence number
of each message that we would use to reorder every message, and the operand status is
the status of what alternative the message in. After we form the activity diagram graph
and sequence diagram graph, the next step is to form the System Testing Graph (SYTG)
by combining the activity diagram graph and sequence diagram graph using following
algorithm.

SYTG algorihtm
input: Graph activity and sequence
output: List of combined graphs (LN)

LN ← activity graph

foreach key, value in LN:

if LN[key].adjacency list length > 1 and LN[key].status = "To Sequence"

curr adj ← value.adjacency list

first SDG ← SDG first key

N[key] ← first SDG

exit
foreach key, value in SDG:

LN[key] ← value

foreach key, value in LN:

if value.adjacency list length = 0

if value.status is not null and value.status = true

add curr adj[1] to LN[key].adjacency list

elseif value.status is not null and value.status = false

add curr adj[0] to LN[key].adjacency list

return LN

Depth first search algorithm is then applied to SYTG to generating all possible test
paths as discussed at 1). To optimize generated test paths, we applied genetic algorithm
with following rules.

1) All paths P = {p1, p2, p3, . . .} from start node to final node of SYTG become a
coverage input.

2) Assign weight for each node in every path. Normal weight is defined as one, while
weight of parent node is sum of all child nodes.

3) Cost for each path is the total weight of all nodes inside the path.
4) Apply genetic algorithm with:

- 40% truncation operator,
- order based crossover operator,
- insertion mutation operator,
- population size of 75,
- child percentage of 50% of each generation,
- 0.33 mutation rate,
- maximum stagnancy of 20 as a termination condition.

5) Best path is chosen based on the fitness value.
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The following section will describe systematically our proposed method with simple
case of login system.

4. Case Study. This section provides an experiment result of test case generation from
activity graph, sequence graph, and SYTQ from one example case which is login case.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 are activity diagram and sequence diagram that we use in this case
from the previous work [1].

Figure 2. Activity diagram

Figure 3. Sequence diagram
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Figure 4. Activity diagram graph

Figure 5. Sequence diagram graph

Figure 6. System testing graph

Both diagrams are converted into graph diagram as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
and then combined into system testing graph in Figure 6.
The possible test paths generated from system testing graph are:

- P1: A1 ⇒ A2 ⇒ A3 ⇒ A4 ⇒ S1 ⇒ S2 ⇒ S3 ⇒ S4 ⇒ S5 ⇒ S6 ⇒ A6 ⇒ A7 ⇒ A8,
fitness value = 0.55

- P2: A1 ⇒ A2 ⇒ A3 ⇒ A4 ⇒ S1 ⇒ S2 ⇒ S3 ⇒ S4 ⇒ S5 ⇒ S7 ⇒ A5 ⇒ A4 ⇒ S1
⇒ S2 ⇒ S3 ⇒ S4 ⇒ S5 ⇒ S6 ⇒ A6 ⇒ A7 ⇒ A8, fitness value = 0.62

Test path with maximum fitness value will be the optimum path. From this experiment,
path 2 shows higher fitness value (0.62) compared with path 1 (0.55). Thus, we could
conclude that path 2 is the optimum path that has maximum coverage.

5. Conclusion and Future Works. Testing is an important process in software devel-
opment life cycle to ensure software quality. However, the huge resource for conducting
complete testing most likely could not be afforded. Therefore, automate testing needs to
be conducted to facilitate this challenge. One way to have efficient testing is by automat-
ing test case generation and optimizing the possible test cases. This paper presented
a method to generate test case from system testing graph as combination of UML ac-
tivity and sequence diagram. All possible test paths are optimized by applying genetic
algorithm. From the aforementioned experiment, diagrams conversion is correctly gen-
erated from both UML diagrams, as well as the integration process into system testing
graph. The implementation of genetic algorithm is able to optimize generated test paths
by showing the fitness value. This experiment is a preliminary work to implement GUI
testing that produced huge number of combinatorial test cases. Unlike simple example
presented in this paper, the real implementation of genetic algorithm will have significant
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impact to optimize test cases and affect the testing efficiency process. The future work of
this research is to compare other hybrid evolutionary algorithm that could improve the
test cases generation and optimization.
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